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  الخلاصةالخلاصة
(.صنى ااشضدد صوددحنشقلص ودديقصن شىردد صى اشضددكصصدد ؤصى   ددصي ص1 ادد ص يعددحصى ددكصى واددكصنىىددحصاددشصىو ددشصى ا ددلوؤصى  ددل ع صنى ا ص

ص(.2نى ع جصن عاقصى اشضكصويفي ص جن ص وشىشصىلا لو صول ى كص 
اشيضدددلصا ص دددلصوى دددكصى وايددد صى ا ودددششصنى دددايشصيشىجعدددنشصى عيدددلحىرصىلاو  دددلشي صلاادددشى صص151أجشيدددرصحشىوددد صن دددفي صادددشص

  فكصى جشىىدلرصى  ص  دي ،صى وليايد ،صى يشادنل،صى وشىاد صأرودلقص ف يدرصى ى دكص اف دش صادشصى جهلزصى ون يصفيصىشوعصاو  فيلرص عاياي ،صاو
.ص  ويديقصا لوعد صى اشضدكصوعدحصىجدشىيص اايد صشفدعصى دكصى وايد صىص يدشرص يند ص يدشص احيد ص2112ى كصنهليد صادلي صص2112وحىي ص ولطص اعلقص

أجشيدرص هدقص اايد صشفدعصى دكصى وايد صىدححص ودلرصن دح صىلاحى صصاشيضدلصا دلولصوى دكصى وايد صى ا ودششصنى دايشص151  شضي (صا ونن صاشص
اددشصصدد ؤصى حشىودد صى اش ددح ص ددقص ددح صى اى ددنسصن وددلرصى  جددلن صى ددحىصاي.صىودد صحقص ىايددؤصىلاى ددليصى ن ددفيص ى  وددشىشىر،صى نوددو صى ا نيدد ،ص

ص.)اشوعصوليصى نوطصى ىولوي،صىلانىشىفصى اعيلشي،صى وفلي صى نووي ،صنىجشىيصى  ىايؤصىلاى ل يصىلاو ن لجي
ى ددلشرصى ن ددل ىصى ددكص ل ويدد صى عيندد صى احشنودد صا ددلوع هقصضددعيف صن يددشصاشضددي صول نوددو صلاجددشىيصى فىن ددلرصى   صي ددي صوف ددشىرص

صزاني صان يا ،ص نلنؤصى ونى ؤصنى حنىي.
صنىو نلحىًصى كصن ل ىصى حشىو صأن رصى ولى  :ص

 لشي ص  ادشى صى ون يد ص ضدش صى اودليصادعصى اشضدكصى دايشصيشىجعدنشصقدا ص(صص ص ي ص شف صصل  ص اعلاايشصفيصى عيلحىرصى صلشجي صىلاو 1 
صى عيلحىرص  شحصوؤصالي عا صوا لوع هقصوعحصى عااي صى جشىىي صلاجشىيصى فىن لرصى   صي ي صو نش صان يا ،صن نلنؤصى ونى ؤصنى حنىي.ص

صي . زنيحققصولو الش ص  ضاشصوؤصى  عايالرصنىلاش لحىرصىنؤصا لوع هقص ىل  هقصى اشض (2 
 

Abstract 
Kidney stones are one of the most common and most painful medical problems known 

(1)
. 

Nurses assess and monitor patients through diagnosis and treatment and teach patients how to avoid 

recurrence of stones 
(2)

. A descriptive study was conducted on 150 patients diagnosed with recurrent 

kidney stones, who were attending the out patients consultation urology disease clinics at surgical 

specialties, Al-Kadhimia, Al-Yarmook, and Al-Karama Teaching Hospital and Extracorporeal shock 

wave lithotripsy (ESWL) departments for the period from the 1st of Feb. 2002 through to the end of 

May 2004.  

 The aim of the study is to assess the post-operative follow-up for patients with recurrent kidney 

stones.  None- probability (purposive sample) of 150 patients with recurrent kidney stones The 

reliability and validity of the instrument were determined through a pilot study. The data were collected 

through the use of constructed questionnaire and analysis through the application of descriptive 

statistical analysis procedures which included. (Frequency, percentage, mean score, stander deviation, 

relative sufficiency) and application of inferential statistical analysis which included the (Chi-square) 
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The finding of the study indicated that follow-up of the majority of the study sample was 

poorly and unsatisfactorily concerning doing regular periodic laboratory and diagnostic tests, fluid 

intake, and medication intake.  

Based on the results of the study the researcher recommend to establishment of discussion 

room for the nurse in charge in out patient urology disease consultation department to meet those 

patients who were attending this clinic for follow-up to discuss with them issues concerning follow-up 

in relation to doing regular periodic laboratory and diagnostic tests, diet, fluid intake, and medication 

and, providing them with a written bulletin concerning complete information about follow-up of patients 

post operatively after removal of kidney stone. 

 

Introduction  
 Kidney stones are one of the most common and most painful medical problems 

known
(1)

. Kidney stone detected in Egyptian mummies dated to 4800 B.C.
(3)

.  

Discharge advice is a key feature of preventing recurrence once the 

predisposing factors have been identified . The relationship between patients and nurse 

is an invaluable and ideal opportunity in changing dietary habit and in maintaining a 

urine out put of greater than 2 litres per day
(4)

.  

In Iraq, our country, the statistics that are obtained from the Ministry of Health 

showed that the number of patients having kidney stones is as follows
(5)

:  

Number of Patients with kidney stone by year 

 

Year Female Male Total 

1997 1366 3443 4809 

1998 1510 2197 3707 

1999 2299 3833 6132 

2000 1592 2676 4268 

2001 2114 3210 5324 
Ministry of Health/Baghdad 
 

 

 

Methodology  
 The study was carried out at four teaching hospitals: surgical specialties,  

Al-Yarmook, Al-Kadhimia, and Al-Karama Hospital at clinic consultation of urology 

and ESWL department. The sample of (150) adult patients who were attending clinic 

consultation of urology and ESWL department, and criteria of the sample is :  

1- Adult patients age 18 years and above.  

2- Patients with previous history of surgical removal of kidney stone.  

3- Diagnosed as a recurrent kidney stone.  

4- Free from chronic illness, such as blood disease, lupus erythemotosis, Hypertension, 

peptic ulcer, and malignancy.  
 

The questionnaire which was developed in this study consists of (34) items 

divided into four parts.  
 

The first part included (10) items relative to demographical data of the patients 

that include age, gender, marital status, educational status, occupational status, place of 

work, place of live, habitation place, duration after surgery and recurrence of kidney 

stone, and told you to visit the clinic consultation of urology periodically.  
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The second part of the questionnaire was concerned with follow-up after removal 

of renal stone surgically and consisted of (10) items concerning with regular visit to 

urology consultation clinic and periodically, laboratory test and diagnostic 

investigation.  

The third part of the questionnaire included (10) items concerning fluid intake.  

The fourth part of the questionnaire included (4) items concerning patients follow-

up related to medication intake.  

The first 10 items (1-10) those were concerned with follow-up were rated on 3-

point type likert scale (never, sometimes, always). These items were rated as 1 for 

never, 2 for sometimes and 3 for always.  

The next ten items (1-10) concerned with fluid intake were rated on scale as 

(never, sometimes, always) 1 for never, 2 for sometimes, and 3 for always.  

The last four items (1-4) concerning medication intake were rated on scale of 

close-ended responses (No, Yes,); these were scored 1 for No, and 2 for Yes,.  

   

The statistical procedures included  (Frequencies and percentage), mean of score, 

stander deviation according to the mean of score, relative sufficiency according to two 

or three levels scales of (No, Yes) and (Never, Sometime, Always) which were scored 

as (1,2) and (1,2,3) for each level respectively, relative sufficiency that the cut off 

points were (1.5) and (2) with low limits for acceptance were (75 and 66.67)%  

- If the reversal responding is negatively indicated at the 2 and 3 levels different from 

the score grades of its responses: so the relative sufficiencies for the rates under 75% 

and 66.66% respectively meant existence of the problems and the following intervals 

represented their different levels:  

 

Score| No and Yes Score| Never, Sometime, Always 

Low         (1): [51-75] Low        (1): [44.23-66.66] 

Moderate (2): [26-50] Moderate(2): [22.22-44.22] 

High        (3): [0-25] High       (3): [0-22.22]  
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Results  

Table (1): Distribution of the sample (150) postoperative follow-up for patients with 

recurrent kidney stones according to the laboratory and diagnostic tests 

No. 
Items regarding laboratory 

and diagnostic tests 

Never 

(1) 

Sometimes 

(2) 

Always 

(3) Ms Sd RS 

F % F % F % 

1- 

Visiting the consultative clinic 

for the urinary tract disease in 

regular and correct time 

33 22.0 111 74.0 6 4.0 1.82 0.48 61(1) 

2- Laboratory tests           

 

2-1 Doing periodical laboratory 

test to analyze the general urine 

(G.U.E) 

57 38.0 93 62.0 0 0 1.62 0.49 54(1) 

 
2-2 Doing laboratory test to 

analyze the (24 hours) urine 
147 98.0 3 2.0 0 0 1.02 0.14 34(2) 

 

2-3 Doing periodical laboratory 

test to analyze the blood 
(Biochemistry) 

105 70.0 45 30.0 0 0 1.30 0.46 43(2) 

3- Doing the diagnostic tests          

 3-1 (I.V.P) U 72 48.0 72 48.0 6 4.0 1.56 0.57 52(1) 

 3-2 K.U.B 3 2.0 117 78.0 30 20.0 2.18 0.43 73 

 3-3 Ultra sound 21 14.0 108 72.0 21 14.0 2.00 0.53 67 

 3-4 M.R.I 141 94.0 9 6.0 0 0 1.06 0.25 35(2) 

 3-5 C.T. scan  126 84.0 24 16.0 0 0 1.16 0.37 39(2) 

 3-6 Uretropylograph 150 100 0 0 0 0 1.00 0.00 33(2) 

 

This table presented ten indicators of follow-up patients concerning laboratory 

and diagnostic tests at 3 level scale as Never, Sometimes, Always.  

 The results of the study sample indicated that concerning item (1) visiting the 

consultative clinic for urinary tract disease in regular and correct time (74%) of the 

sample were rated as Sometimes, (22%) of the patients  were rated as, Never, while the 

only (4%)   were rated as Always.  This item (1) was affected at low by Relative 

sufficiency.  

 Regarding item (2-1) Doing periodical laboratory test to analyze the general 

urine (G.U.E) the majority of the study sample (62%), were rated as Sometimes, (38%) 

of the patients were rated as Never, this item (2-1) were affected at low level by (RS).  

 Regarding item (2-2) Doing periodical laboratory test to analyze the 24 hours 

urine, most of the subjects (98%) were rated as Never, while about (2%) of the patients 

were rated as Sometimes. This item (2-2) was affected at Moderate level by (RS).  

Relating item (2-3) Doing periodically laboratory test to analyze the blood 

(Biochemistry) the majority of the sample (70%) were rated as Never, about (30%) of 

the patients were rated as Sometimes. This item was affected at Moderate by (RS).  

Regarding item (3-1) Doing diagnostic test, (I.V.P/U )most of the sample 

(48%) were rated as Sometimes about (48%) of the patients were rated as Never, while 

only (4%) of the sample were rated as Always. This item was affected at low level by 

(RS)  

Regarding items (3-4) M.R.I, (13-5) C.T. scan, (3-6) uretropylograph the 

majority of sample (94), (84%), (100%) of the sample were rated as Never, while 

about (6%), (16%),   were rated as Sometimes respectively.  These items (3-4), (13-5), 

(3-6) are affected at low level by (RS).  
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 Table (2): Distribution of the sample (150) postoperative follow-up for patients with 

recurrent kidney stone according to the fluid intake  

No. 

Items regarding follow-up 

patients according to the 

fluid intake 

Never 

(1) 

Sometimes 

(2) 

Always 

(3) Ms Sd RS 

F % F % F % 

1- 
Drinks (3-4) liters of fluid 

and the best is water 
0 0 87 58.0 63 42.0 2.42 0.50 81 

2- 

Increase fluid during hot 

weather and in the 

following case 

        
 

 2-1 Sweating 24 16.0 102 68.0 24 16.0 2.00 0.57 67
 

 2-2 Doing sport exercises 33 22.0 99 66.0 18 12.0 1.90 0.53 63
(1) 

 
2-3 In disease such as 

diarrhea  
51 34.0 84 56.0 15 10.0 1.76 0.62 59

(1) 

 
2-4 Increase in body 

temperature  
30 20.0 102 68.0 18 12.0 1.50 0.56 50

(1)
 

3- 
Drink glass of water each 

hour 
36 24.0 102 68.0 12 8.0 1.84 0.54 61

(1) 

4- 
Drinks 2 glasses of water 

before going to bed  
96 64.0 45 30.0 9 6.0 1.42 0.61 47

(1) 

5- 

When you wake up in the 

midnight for urination, I 

drinks glass of water when 

you return to bed again 

96 64.0 48 32.0 6 4.0 1.40 0.57 46
(1) 

6- 

Drink one or two cold 

water glasses at morning 

when I get up 

102 68.0 45 30.0 3 2.0 1.34 0.52 44
(2) 

7- Drink water among meals  84 56.0 63 42.0 3 2.0 1.46 0.54 48
(1) 

 

 This table presented ten indicators follow-up (150) patients with recurrent 

kidney stone according to fluid intake at 3 level scales as never, sometimes, and 

always.  

Regarding item (2-2) increase fluid intake in case of doing exercises, the 

majority of the sample (66%) were rated as sometimes (22%) were rated as never, 

while only (12%) were rated as always. This item was affected at low level by relative 

sufficiency.   

As regards item (2-3) increase fluid intake in diseases such as diarrhea, most of 

the sample (56%) were rated as sometimes, (34%) were rated as never, while (10%) 

were rated as always. This item was affected at low level by (RS).  

Regarding item (2-4) increase fluid intake in case of increase of body 

temperature, the high percentage (68%) were rated as sometimes, (20%) were rated as 

never, while only (12%) were rated as always. This item was affected at low level by 

(RS).  

 Concerning item (3) drink glass of water each hour, most of the sample (68%) 

were rated as sometimes, (24%) were rated as never, while only (8%) were rated as 

always. This item was affected at low level by (RS). 

 Regarding item (4) do you drink 2 glasses of water before going to bed, the 

majority of the  sample (64%) were rated as never, about (30%) were rated as 

sometimes, while only (6%) were rated as always. This was item affected at low level 

by (RS). 

 Regarding item (5) when you wake up in the midnight for urination do you 

drink glass of water when you return to bed again ,  most of the  sample (64%) were 

rated as never, (32%) were rated as sometimes, while only (4%) were rated as always. 

This item was affected at low level by (RS). 
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Concerning item (6) drink one or two cold water glasses at morning when you 

get up, the majority of the sample (68%) were rated as never, (30%) were rated as 

sometimes, while only (2%) were rated as always. This item was affected at moderate 

level by (RS).  

 Regarding item (7) drink water among meals, the majority of the sample (56%) 

were rated as never, (42%) were rated as sometimes, while the remaining (2%) were 

rated as always. This item was  affected at low level by (RS). 

 

Table (3): Distribution of the sample (150) postoperative follow-up for patients 

with recurrent kidney stone according to the medication intake  

No. 

Items regarding 

follow-up patients 

according to the 

medication intake 

No 

(1) 

Yes 

(2) 
Ms Sd RS 

F % F % 

1- 
Do you know the name 

of your drugs 
72 48 78 52.0 1.52 0.50 76 

2- 
Take your drugs in 

regularly  
111 74.0 39 26.0 1.26 0.44 63

(1) 

3- 

Take your drugs in 

correct time, in the 

right dosage and right 

way 

117 78.0 33 22.0 1.22 0.42 61
(1) 

4- 
Do you know the side 

effects of your drugs  
150 100 0 0 1.00 0.00 50

(2) 

 

 This table presented four indicators follow-up (150) patients with recurrent 

kidney stone according to medication intake at 2 level scales as No, and Yes. 

Regarding item (2) take your drugs regularly, the majority of sample (74%) 

were rated as No, while only (26%) were rated as Yes. This item was affected at low 

level by relative sufficiency.   

As regards item (3) take your drugs in correct time in the right dosage and right 

way , most of the sample (78%) were rated as No, (22%) were rated as Yes. This item 

was affected at low level by (RS).  

Regarding item (4) do you know the side effects of your drugs, all the patients 

(100%) were rated as No. This item was affected at moderate level by (RS).  

 

Table (4): Relationship between the gender of the sample and the follow-up (150) 

patients with recurrent kidney stone according to laboratory and diagnostic tests  

Gender 

 

Female Male 

Total X
2
 

C.S 

P.value F F 
Follow up 150 patients 

according to laboratory and 

diagnostic tests 

Never (1) 174 681 855 

4.526 
(.104) 

NS 
Sometimes (2) 120 462 582 

Always (3) 6 57 63 

Total 300 1200 1500   

       df = 2 

 This table revealed that both genders were equally affected at never level 
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The results indicated that there was no significant relationship between follow-

up patients according to laboratory and diagnostic tests and the subjects’ gender with 

df = 2.  

  

Table (5): Relationship between the duration after surgery  and recurrence of 

kidney stones and the follow-up  of  (150) patients with recurrent kidney stone 

according to the fluid intake  

Duration after surgical 

performance 

 

< 2 

years 

2-4 

years 

5-7 

years 

8-10 

years 

11-13 

years 

14-16 

years 

> 20 

years 

Total 

F F F F F F F Follow up 150 patients 

according to fluid 

intake 

Never (1) 159 60 105 63 60 45 60 552 

Sometimes (2) 279 105 105 96 75 69 48 777 

Always (3) 72 45 - 21 15 6 12 171 

Total 510 210 210 180 150 120 120 1500 

X
2
 = 80.269                      df = 12                       C.S. = (0.000) S 

        

 The table revealed that the patients who were at less than 2 years duration after 

surgical performance and recurrence of kidney stone were more affected at sometimes 

level. 

Also the table revealed that there was a significant relationship between follow-

up patients according to fluid intake and the duration after surgical performance and 

recurrence of kidney stone, with df = 12.  

 

 

Table (6): Relationship between the age of the sample and the follow-up (150) 

patients with recurrent kidney stone according to medication  

Age 

 

(1) 

18-27 

(2) 

28-37 

(3) 

38-47 

(4) 

> 48 

Total X
2
 

C.S 

P.value 

Follow up 150 

patients with 

recurrent stone 

according to 

medication 

F F F F 

No (1) 60 75 144 171 450 
64.428 

(.000)  

S Yes (2) 60 33 36 21 150 

Total 120 108 180 192 600   

       df = 3 

 

 This table presented that within the age group of (48) year and older, most of 

the sample answered No while the lowest answered Yes and both were affected at No 

level. Furthermore the results indicated that there was a significant relationship 

between follow-up patients according to medication and the subjects age group with  

df = 3.  
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Discussion  
Ten indicators related to follow-up patients concerning laboratory and 

diagnostic tests at 3 levels scale, never, sometimes, and always (table l) . 
Regarding item (2-2) doing periodically test to analyze the (24 hours) urine, the 

results revealed (98%) of patients reported never, while (2%) of patients reported 
sometimes. patients must do this test to determine the kidney is excreting too much or 
too little of a compound leading to increased risk formation. 24 hours urine collection 
is performed to evaluate the volume, calcium, oxalate, uric acid, and sodium. 

(6,7,8,9)
 

Regarding item (2-3) doing periodically laboratory test to analyze the blood 
(Biochemistry) the results revealed that the majority of patients (70%) reported as 
Never, while the remaining (30%) of patients reported sometimes. patients must do the 
blood chemistry and parathyroid hormone, to determine if the kidney excretes too 
much or too little.

(7,9,10) 
 

This problem may be related to the raised cost of doing these tests or the 
patients neglect it because the doctor did not emphasize the patients to do these tests 
while doing these tests is one of the important parts of patients follow-up to early 
detection of changes in blood biochemistry which lead to the formation of kidney 
stone.  
 Regarding item (3-4) M.R.I, (3-5) C.T scan, (3-6) uretropylography, the results 
revealed that (94%), (84%), (100%) of patients reported that as never, (6%), (16%) of 
patients reported that as sometimes. diagnostic tests which includes, MRI, CT scan, 
and uretrophylograph. 

(10,11,12)
 

 The nurse plays an important role in the preparation of patients during this 
diagnostic test so that she must inform the patients   concerning the importance of 
doing this diagnostic test to detect kidney stone or perhaps the doctor does not write 
this diagnostic test to the patients because the diagnostic test is expensive.  
        Ten indicators related to follow-up patients with recurrent kidney stone according 
to the fluid intake at 3 level scale, never, sometimes, always.(table 2) . 

Regarding item (2) increasing fluid during hot weather, (2-1) sweating, (2-3), 
diarrhea, (2-4) increase in body temperature.  

The results revealed that the majority (68%), (66%), (56%), (68%) of patients 
reported that as sometimes, while (16%), (22%), (24%), (20%) of patients reported that 
as never, the remaining (24%), (18%), (15%), (18%) of patients reported that as 
always. patients should increase fluid intake when perspiration increase in such 
instances of hot weather and physical exercises through out a day.

(13)
  

people affected by stone, drink less water and pass a small urine volume than 
people who don’t get stones.

(1)
  

Regarding item (4) drink 2 glasses of water before going to bed, the result 
showed that the most (64%) of patients reported that as never, (30%) of patients 
reported that as sometimes, while only (6%) of patients reported that as always. 
patients should be encouraged to have 2 glasses of water or fluid before bedtime 
because urine is normally more concentrated during night.

(14)
  

Concerning item (5) (when you wake up in the midnight for urination do you 
drink a glass of water when you return to bed again), the result revealed that the 
majority (64%) of patients reported that as never, (32%) of patients reported that as 
sometimes while only (4%) of patients reported that as always. patients should be 
encouraged to drink enough fluid in the evening to provoke nocturia and then drink 
further fluid before returning to bed. 

(14,15)
 

Regarding item (6) (drink one or two cold water glasses at morning when you 
get up), the results showed that the high percentage (68%) of patients reported that as 
never. (30%) of patients reported that as sometimes, while only (2%) of patients 
reported that as always. patients should be encouraged to drink a glass or two when get 
up in the morning, cold water is often more palatable.

 (7) 
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Regarding item (7) drink water among meals, the results revealed that the 
majority (56%) of patients reported that as never, (42%) of patients reported that as 
sometimes, while only (2%) of patients reported that as always. patients should drink 
water among meals. 

(13) 

Finally prospective study showed that lower rate of recurrence (12%) in those 
with higher intake of water compared to those without (27%) it should be emphasized 
that patients received no drug therapy nor were submitted to any dietary change so that 
the unique efficacy of increasing urinary volume could be validated. (16) 

Four indicators of follow-up (150) patients concerning medication intake at 2 
level scale no, and yes .(table3)  

Regarding item (2) taking drugs regularly, the results showed that the majority 
(74%) of patients answered no, while only (26%) of patients answered yes.patients 
should be encouraged to take their medication regularly.

(17)  

Concerning item (3) (take your drugs in correct time in the right dosage and 
right way), the results revealed that the majority (78%) of patients answered no, while 
(22%) of patients answered yes. patients should take medication in the correct 
time

(17,18)
 . 

Regarding item (4) do you know the side effects of your drugs, the results 
showed that all (100%) of patients answered no. patients should know about 
medication side effect 

(17,18,19)
.  This may be related to defect in the role of nurse that 

does not notify the patients about side effects of drugs. 
(Researcher)

  
The result of study showed that there was no significant relationship between 

follow-up of patients according to laboratory and diagnostic tests and the gender at 
level of (P<.104). in addition both genders (male and female) were affected equally at 
never level (table 4). 
 This finding disagrees with lee etal

 
who reported that of the 4,588 valid 

respondents, 440 had at least one episode of upper urinary calculus disease
(20)

 .  
           That there was significant relationship between follow-up patients according to 
fluid intake and the duration after surgical performance and recurrence of kidney stone 
at level of (P<.000) especially who were at less than 2 years duration after surgical 
performance and recurrent kidney stone were more affected at sometimes level 
(table5).  

Result of the study presented that there was significant relationship between 
follow-up patients according to medication and age group at level of (P<.000) 
especially the age group of (48) years and older answered their no while the lowest 
who had answered yes, both of them affected at no level (table 6).  
 

Recommendations  
1- Increasing fluid intake, water is the best one 3-4 liters/day or 1 glass of water    

every each hour and two glasses of water at bedtime, and after voiding and 
return to sleep again.  

2- Taking medication at appropriate times and in right dose, as prescribed by 
doctors. 

3- Establishment of discussion room to the nurse in charge in outpatient urology 
consultation department to meet those patients, who were attending this clinic 
for follow-up to discuss the issue concerning follow-up in relation to laboratory 
and diagnostic test, fluid intake and medication. 

4- Providing those patients with a written booklet concerning complete information 
about follow-up of patients post operatively after the removal of kidney stone.  

5- Teaching Health education concerning chronic illness which should be 

established in the curriculum of secondary school. 
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